Regadenoson versus dipyridamole hyperemia for cardiac PET imaging.
The goal of this study was to compare regadenoson and dipyridamole hyperemia for quantitative myocardial perfusion imaging. Regadenoson is commonly used for stress perfusion imaging. However, no study in nuclear cardiology has employed a paired design to compare quantitative hyperemic flow from regadenoson to more traditional agents such as dipyridamole. Additionally, the timing of regadenoson bolus relative to tracer administration can be expected to affect quantitative flow. Subjects underwent 2 rest/stress cardiac positron emission tomography scans using an Rb-82 generator. Each scan employed dipyridamole and a second drug in random sequence, either regadenoson according to 5 timing sequences or repeated dipyridamole. A validated retention model quantified absolute flow and coronary flow reserve. A total of 176 pairs compared regadenoson (126 pairs, split unevenly among 5 timing sequences) or repeated dipyridamole (50 pairs). The cohort largely had few symptoms, only risk factors, and nearly normal relative uptake images, with 8% typical angina or dyspnea, 20% manifest coronary artery disease, and a minimum quadrant average of 80% (interquartile range: 76% to 83%) on dipyridamole scans. Hyperemic flow varied among regadenoson timing sequences but showed consistently lower stress flow and coronary flow reserve compared with dipyridamole. A timing sequence most similar to the regadenoson package insert achieved about 80% of dipyridamole hyperemia, whereas further delaying radiotracer injection reached approximately 90% of dipyridamole hyperemia. Because of the small numbers of pairs for each regadenoson timing protocol and a paucity of moderate or large perfusion defects, we did not observe a difference in relative uptake. With the standard timing protocol from the package insert, regadenoson achieved only 80% of dipyridamole hyperemia quantitatively imaged by cardiac positron emission tomography using Rb-82. A nonstandard protocol using a more delayed radionuclide injection after the regadenoson bolus improved its effect to 90% of dipyridamole hyperemia.